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ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCE FIELD LABORATORY - A FEASIBILITY STUDY
WILLIAM JAFFERIS
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS (GO-MGT)
KENNEDY SPACE CENTER

ABS'fRAC'l'

The Kennedy Space Center is located in an area of the highest
frequency of thunderstorms and lightning activity in the United
States. Outdoor operations involve space vehicles, towers, explosives, fuel storage, aerial/buried cabling which connects widely
distributed sensitive electronic and mechanical equipment; all
subject to critical schedules making lightning a serious hazard.
For this reason KSC has through the years conducted extensive
studies of lightning phenomena,
its characteristics and effects,
and methods of protection against it as well as methods to locate/forecast thunderstorms/lightning. An ongoing program with the
Eastern Space Missile Center (ESMC} weather group has resulted in
one of the world's most advanced weather forecasting facilities,
consisting of the Meteorological Interactive Data Display System
(MIDDS) which provides access to the world's meteorological data and
weather satellites as well as local radar, sounding systems, and
expanded mesonetwork (50 stations). A five year weather forecasting
enhancement program is ongoing and will add additional systems such
as clear air doppler radar, volumetric scanning radar techniques,
acoustical sounding systems, improved lightning locating systems,
etc.
Plans are underway to transfer the technology represented by the
lightning (and atmospheric science} research facilities and capabilities at the KSC to outside users in other governmental agencies, private industry, as well as the academic community. Rocket
triggered lightning is being used to demonstrate the feasibility of
establishing, as a permanent facility and long term cost sharing,
an Atmospheric Science Field Laboratory (ASFL}.
KSC expertise in
the areas of lightning research, protection and hazard detection,
and thunderstorm forecasting insure the greatest possible success
for this project. Results from previous programs and data from a
lightning event which occurred during the STS-7 flow will be
presented to demonstrate the adequacy of the present day lightning
protection and measuring system to protect personnel, vehicle and
ground equipment, as well as to rapidly assess damage due to a
lightning event.
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INTRODUCTION
The lightning incidents during the
manned Apollo 12 liftoff to the
moon, lightning strikes/damage to
the launch facilities during the
Skylab program, and sensitivity of
the ASTP launch had renewed the
Kennedy Space Center's awareness of
lightning hazards to both the launch
vehicles and launch facilities. A
number of review meetings and
studies pertaining to the adequacy
of the lightning protection system,
as installed, resulted in an improved lightning protection system
used in the STS program. These reviews also indicated a weakness in
our knowledge of how to measure and
analytically calculate the direct
and indirect effects of lightning
flashes striking a launch facility
and in the determination of possible
damage effects to the vehicle and/or
launch facilities.
STS_b_ightning Protection & Measuring
Syste~ ( LPM_§__)
The STS LPMS design evolved from the
Apollo program and was improved
through a Lessons Learned technique.
As in the Apollo program, lightning
protection consisted of good bonding, grounding, and shielding practices backed up with modeling and
simulated lightning testing, validation procedures, and semi-annual
preventative maintenance of all
bonding and grounding systems. The
measuring system consists of three
major systems (Figure 1, 2, & 3);
the Catenary Wire Lightning Instrumentation System (CWLIS), which
measures lightning wave form and
peak current; Lightning Induced
Voltage Instrumentation System
(LIVIS) , which measures induced
voltages and current flow in the vehicle and ground support equipment;
and an optical system, presently a
three video camera/recorder system
which completes the measuring system
and is used to determine the attachment point of lightning.
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All data is collected in one report
and is used to assess damage to STS
vehicles/electrical and mechanical
systems, essentially in real time.
Apollo-Soyuz Test Project (ASTP)
The ASTP lightning protection system
was designed to protect the Saturn/Apollo launch vehicle while it
was prepared for launch on Complex
39, Pad B. Structurally, the ASTP
lightning protection system consists
of a 75 ft. fiberglass tube with a
steel cap/sheave assembly about 5 ft.
in height attached to its top. The
base of the pole incorporates a steel
chair assembly in which the pole is
bonded and secured. The bottom of
the chair assembly is anchored to a
structural steel space frame Launch
Umbilical Tower (LUT) and ties into
the base of itself. A steel wir~
rope is stretched over the sheave at
the top of the mast and anchored at
ground level about 1,000 ft. both
east and west from the centerline of
the LDT. The cable hangs with a catenary shape that is required to clear
all grounded structures by at least
50 ft.
The grounded steel cable affords a three-dimensional cone of
protection against lightning strikes
within the protected area below the
catenary cable.
The crane and
lightning mast both rotate;however,
the catenary cable does not rotate
and is maintained in an east-west
plane as a result of a vertical pivot
on the sheave assembly at the top of
the mast. This allowed the mast to
rotate with the crane under the stationary catenary cable.
STS Fixed Service Structure (FSS)
Protection System

Lig~tning

For the Space Shuttle program, the
mast is supported atop the Shuttle
Service FSS on the launch pad. The
ASTP lightning protection system was
conceptually adapted for use on the
FSS; however, several new structural
design requirements were made.
In
order to preclude the grounding cable
from being struck by the Shuttle vehicle during launch or from being immersed in engine exhaust plume, the

plane of the catenary shaped grounding cable has to be oriented northsouth instead of east-west. The
ASTP fiberglass mast and supporting
steel structure were designed for only one Saturn launch with no requirement for the effects of repeated exposure to launch-induced loads. The
structural components were designed
for only operational wind conditions
and minimum protection from the natural environment because the ASTP
mast could be moved with the mobile
launcher umbilical tower to the VAB
for protection from more severe environments and for periodic inspection
and maintenance.
Since the FSS is a permanent installation, it was designed for a service
life of at least 10 years, and the
fiberglass mast and its structural
steel supporting system must be able
to withstand the most severe hurricane and natural environmental conditions, as well as repeated exposure
to the Shuttle launch environments.
Provisions were also required to allow inspection and maintenance of the
mast and grounding cable on a timely
basis.
Catenary Wire Lightning Instrumentation System
The Catenary Wire Lightning Instrumentation System is a data acquisition system designed to sense, capture, and determine values of data
associated with lightning flash incidents to the lightning protection
system, called the "Catenary Wire,"
at Launch Complex 39A. Because of
its position up over the top of the
launch pad area, the catenary wire
offers a type of shielding protection
to help mask critical equipment located in the proximity of the pad
area by providing two safely isolated, low impedance conduction paths
for the flow of lightning currents to
earth grounds. The CWLIS is designed
to sense and constantly monitor these
grounding paths for currents produced
by lightning flashes in order to
provide operations with accurate and
reliable data for use in evaluating
the probability and extent of damages
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to critical flight hardware and associated critical equipment around the
vehicle/pad area.
The one remote site (south) using
high-speed techniques records the
lightning current characteristics
(peak I, current Imax; current rate
of rise I and current rise time).
The site has storage capabilities for
six wave forms. A second site, located in the Launch Control Center
(LCC) provides an alarm when a lightning flash is detected and under computer control, processes and provides
hard copy of the results.
System Operations is protected at the remote
site by battery backup power from uninterruptable power supplies.
Elaborate RFI shielding protects the remote sites from electromagnetic
fields.
The equipment was designed to record
the current waveform over a 40 microsecond time interval of 0.02 microseconds.
The system measures the
rate of changes of current up to
30,000 amperes per microsecond. The
step function response of the I sensor is one nanosecond per sample by
the transient recorder.
The Kirkland Coil, which is located
below the magnetic link arm assembly, encircles the mast without contacting the mast. The coil has a
mutual inductance to 0.01 microhenrys. When a lightning flash strikes
the catenary wire, current through
the grounding mast produces a magnetic field which induces a voltage
in the windings of the coil.
This
induced voltage is proportional to
the rate of change of current i.
The Kirkland coil is the dynamic
sensing elements of the CWLIS and
provide the input to the Biomation
Transient Recorder.
A balanced, triple~shielded transmi~
sion line delivers the flash data I
to the equipment shelter. Inside the
shelters, dual attenuators help to
isolate and protect the instrumentation and divide the data voltage by a
factor of 63.

The attenuated data is then delivered
to the Biomation Model 8100 Transient
Recorder, and analog-to-digital memory, both of which are regulated by
common timing and control circuitry.
The Biomat!on Transient Recorder converts the I data from the Kirkland
Coil to digital form.
At the receipt
of the interrogate signal, the data
in memory is read out and the recorder is rearmed.
The Remote Transient Control System
and memory provides the interface
between the LCC equipment and the
Biomation Transient Recorder. This
unit has a memory capacity of which
enable it to store the data supplied
by the Biomation Transient Recorder
for six lightning strikes. Optical
isolators provide complete RFI isolation for communications into and
out of the enviornmental equipment
shelters.

to the grounding mast.
A lightning
strike terminating on the catenary
wire causes a current to flow through
the ground mast that is proportional
to the intensity of the lightning
strike. The current flow produces a
magnetic field around the grounding
mast which erases a portion of the
prerecorded tape.
The distance along
_the tape that the prerecorded signal
is erased is a measurement of the
peak magnitude of the lightning
flash.
Magnetic Link Arm Assembly
The magnetic link arm assembly, also
located on the grounding mast, (Figure 1) contains three peak current
measuring slugs mounted at present
distances along an arm extending from
and perpendicular to the grounding
mast. One 15 KA slug is located 12
inches from the gounding mast; one 60
KA slug is 18 inches away; and one
100 KA is located 24 inches away.
The slugs are magnetized in proportion to the amplitude of current flow
in the grounding mast caused by a
lightning flash terminating on the
catenary wire.

The CWLIS utilizes a small general
purpose Hewlett/lPackard 2114B computer which has been modified to increase its memory capacity from 8K
to 24K.
The computer receives the
I data from the remote site through
the Local Transient Recorder Control
System, integrates the data, and
commits the resultant waveforms to
memory along with time-of-day data.
Data can be viewed at a CRT terminal.
A display terminal provides a
hard copy of the lightning current
characteristics and time of occurrence (Figure 4). A permanent
record of this data is recorded by a
digital magnetic' tape recorder.

LIGHTNING INDUCED VOLTAGE INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM (LIVIS)

Lightning Current Detectors
The lightning current detector is located on the vertical grounding mast
above the magnetic link arm. The
lightning current detector (1), (2),
(3)is a passive device consisting of
a 4-foot long peice of magnetic tape
1/4-inch wide with a 700 Hz signal
prerecorded on the tape. The tape is
wrapped on a 2-ft. by 1/2-inch by
1/4-inch sheet of transparent plastic. This material is enclosed in a
plastic weather protective tube which
is mounted perpendicular and tangent
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The Lightning Induced Voltage Instrumentation System (LIVIS) acquires,
conditions, retains, and transmits
peak measurements of transient
voltages on (selected) internal circuits anq current through the skin
of the STS vehicle.
Its intended use
is to measure transients on the Space
Transportation System (STS) and associated ground support systems as
produced by lightning flashes in the
vicinity of the vehicle.
LIVIS monitoring is continuous during crawler
transport (local readout only) and
while the STS is on Launch Complex
39A.
,
The instrumentation system is installed in the 2nd level of the Mobile Launcher (Figure 2A) and consists of two four-channel, dual-polarity, peak-reading voltmeter (PVM)
two units, two multi-channel signal

conditioning cabinets, two sensor
power units and current sensing
coils, and associated voltage and
current sensors. A third current
sensor coil is located on the External Tank Vent Arm Platform. The output voltages are proportional to the
positive or negative lightning induced voltage peaks being measured
and are compatible with the Launch
Processing System (LPS) Hardware Interface Module (HIM). The lightning
induced voltage current readings are
available qt the LPS consoles at the
Launch Control Center (LCC), as well
as on the meters of the PVM units on
the MLPs.
Meter reset can be accomplished from the LPS consoles through
the Hardware Interface Module cards
or by reset buttons at the equipment
in the MLP.
A built-in uninterruptible power supply enables LIVIS to operate off line
five (5) hours.
Each PVM unit and
signal conditioning cabinet is individually powered by a battery that
receives its charge from the MLP
emergency ac power system.
Input signals are applied to one input of a differential voltage comparator; the other input is a binarycoded weighted feedback voltage from
a multi-bit binary register.
If the
input signal is higher in amplitude
than the feedback voltage, the
voltage comparator opens a gate and
allows clock pulses to add to the binary register reading until the feedback voltage exactly equals the incoming signal voltage.
At that
point, the voltage comparator closes
the gate. The stored reading in the
binary register is then held permanently, even though the input signal
is removed. The stored reading is
used to operate a meter or provide a
DC digital output signal.
If a peak
voltage greater than the stored
voltage is later applied t~ the input, the voltage comparator will
again open the gate and cause the
register to increase in digital steps
until it equals the DC analog of the
increased voltage input.
Conversely, an input voltage smaller than the
stored voltage will not operate the

voltage comparator circuits, and
therefore will not effect the existing stored reading. The register is
reset and cleared by the application
of an externally generated reset
pulse.
Pulse stretchers is a unique, selfquenching wide band operational amplifier input arrangement to charge ~
storage capacitor; this circuit eliminates the problems associated with
most peak voltage measuring devices.
Because the storage capacitor is in a
closed loop amplifier it may be
charged at very high rates (at the
input rate) and the charging current
"snapped off" upon reaching the peak
voltage. Thus, linearity at low input levels and response to very
rapid, singly occurring pulses is excellent.
Input impedance to this
circuit arrangement is inherently
very high due to the current gain of
the operational amplifier.
Functioning as a buffer memory, this input configuration functions as a
buffer storage device holding the
peak input voltage only long enough
to transfer the information a main
storage register, strip chart recorder, or other slow acquisition type
device.
Acquisition times down to 50 nanoseconds, and permanent memory of peak
voltage pulses can be attained with
+/-1.0% accuracy by using the Pulse
Stretcher and Voltage Memory together.
This combination is always
sensitive to changes in the input
signal and requires no sample and
hold techniques to read maximum peak
voltage applied.
LIVIS Functional Description
The functional configuration of the
system is depicted in Figure 3.b.
This block diagram shows only the
eight active channels of PVM units
6764Al and 6764A2.
PVM unit 6763Al
is on standby status for additional
circuits required monitoring.
Both current and voltage sensors are
used to measure lightning induced effects near and in the Space Transpor-

tation System vehicle. Current coils
are installed on one T-0 umbilical
cable coming from each tail service
mast (TSM) and on external tank (ET)
vent area cable (CA 6176W5). These
sensors measure induced effects on
the LH2 Vent Arm and each TSM. Four
signal conditioner and probe assemblies are used to measure transient
voltages of selected internal orbiter
circuits at breakout boxes 9086B3 and
9087B2. A fifth signal conditioner
and probe assembly is shorted within
breakout box 9086B3 to serve as the
LIVIS noise monitoring circuit. It
may also be used to monitor a small
voltage on a selected circuit, since
its sensitivity is ten times that of
the other channels. Figures 3B and 5
reflect these measurements.
LIVIS instrumentation is basically ~
multi-channel peak reading voltmeter
(PVM) system comprised of two PVM
units in Rack 6764. Both are located
in MLP Compartment 7A.
Each PVM unit has four modules (channels), each of which has an input amplifier/polarity discriminator and
two peak-reading voltmeters, one for
each polarity. The peak transient
level is displayed on front panel
meters and an analog signal is sent
to an input card of Hardware Interface Module (HIM) 6893 - also in MLP
Compartment 7A. The PVM's detect and
hold the peak amplitude of the
largest input transient. Remote reset is performed from Launch Control
Center Firing Room 1 by digital signal from Bus Monitor Unit 6765 or locally by manually depressing eight
buttons on the front of each PVM
unit.
Each PVM unit has its own battery and
battery protection circuit (a builtin uninterruptible power supply)
which is powered by the MLP emergency
AC power system. In the event of an
AC power failure, the PVM units will
continue to function for one and onehalf hours.
Each voltage measurement is conditioned and isolated by a signal conditioner set before being sent to the

PVM.

These sets are shock mounted in
signal conditioning cabinets,
which are located in MLP Compartments
34A.and 16A. Each cabinet is powered
by its own uninterruptible power supply (sensor power unit) located in
rack 6763 or 6764 in MLP Compartment
7A. These power units.provide four
hours continued operations after AC
power failures to match the offline
capability of -the PVM units. The
voltag~ ran~e of the circuit voltage
measuring circuits is 0-SOV and that
of the monitor circuit is 0-SV.
th~

Current probe output voltages are reduced from 0-50 and 0-100 volts to
0-15 volts by input signal attenuators mounted on the back of the PVM
units.
Full scale current readings
on the LH2 Vent Arm and Tail Service
M~sts are 0-SOOA and 100A, respectively.
Operational Television System (OTV)
~hen

an adverse weather warnin~ is
issued by the Air Force Forecaster,
three OTV cameras 43A, 45A, and 46A
(Figure 2B) and associated recorders,
selected from the existing operational television system are positioned
to monitor the top of the external
Tank/Orbiter, lightning mast. LPMS
can detect a lightning event in any
of the following manner: LIVIS, induced voltage greater than 20% full
scale; LPS integration console dete?ts; CWLIS, s~stem alarms with any
trigger; OTV, lightning flash is visually observed on a TV monitor. Action is started by the Test Director
to.complete a.lightning flash report
(Figure 5) which is required for damage assessment.
Data Collection and Assessment
The STS-7 lightning event (Figures
5) illustrates data collection/assessment due to a lightning flash
which had occurred at day 156/83
(060583) and was detected by all
three video cameras. Time and number
of strikes were provided by CWLIS and
OTV. LIVIS indicated no induced
voltages or ~urrents of significance
occurred. Complete wave form data

recorded by CWLIS (Figure 4 a-j) indicated a peak current of 40,000 amp,
peak rate of change of current of
5,500 amp/microsecond and a rise time
of .6 microseconds. • No further action was required.
The history of lightning events and
related damages to KSC launch complexes A & B are shown in tables 1
and 4. These tables reflect improv~ments to the KSC lightning protection systems which where brought
about through a lessons to be
learned technique and utilizing improvements to KSC measurements (direct lightning current characteristics and associated induced effects)
and (methods to analytically calculate these effects). Ref. 4. These
ef~ort~ have been and is continually
bein~ improved by KSC Design Engineering.
In 1984, Dr.'s M.A. Uman and E. M.
Thompson, reviewed the current wave
forms and other data on ten flashes
obtained between 1977 and 1983. This
review indicated; a small difference
between peak currents on each end of
the catenary wire, a maximum rate-ofrise that was less than measured by
Berger et al (1975) for strike to a
tower in Switzerland, the largest
rate-of-rise recorded by CWLIS 28.5
kiloamps per microsecond well below
the 40 kiloamps per microseconds reported by Berger., limitation to CWLIS, since corrected to its ability
measure current rate-of-rise above 20
kiloamp per microsecond, inconsistenc~ between magnetic link and lightning current detection/CWLIS to measure peak current. CWLIS calibration
indicated that the system is suff icient to measure faster signals than
observed.
Lightning Protection System Adequacy
- A Verification Technique
KSC has for many years conducted extens~ ve studies of lightning phenomena, its characteristics and effects,
and methods of protection against it,
as well as methods to locate and
forecast thunderstorms and lightning.
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In past years KSC has hosted a number of scientists during summer
months for extensive studies of
lightning and thunderstorm phenomena.
These efforts resulted in improved
Lightning Protection and Measurement
System and Lightning Detection and
Hazard Warning Systems. The Space
Tran~portation System (STS) landing
requirements at KSC create the need
for further improvements in severe
weat~er forecasting and lightning detection and protection systems to
provide more cost effective and safer
operational capability under marginal
weather conditions.
Since 1983, KSC has participated in a
Federal Aviation Administration/Air
Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratory
(FAA/AFWAL)-French (CENG) Rocket
Triggered Lightning Program (RTLP)
designed to improve the understanding
of the lightning electromagnetic
field and direct current effects on
aerospace and ground systems. The
analysis of data from these events
(see Table 2) Ref. (6) affected the
design of lightning simulators, aircraft and ground lightning protection
systems, lightning locators, and the
development of standards. As part of
the NASA Technology Utilization Program at KSC, Atmospheric Sciences
Field Laboratory (ASFL)/Rocket-Triggered Lightning Program (RTLP),
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratories/Sandia National Laboratories
participated in the KSC 1986 RTLP
and provided a prototype Lightning
Invulnerable Device System (LIDS).
This represents an appropriate follow-on to simulated lightning tests
performed by Lightning Transients Research Institute (LTRI) at their Miami Beach facility.
The ASFL/RTLP involves many participants including the Eastern Space
and Missile Center (ESMC), NASA, AFWAL, Naval Research Laboratory,
French aerospace and nuclear scientists, and U. s. university research
scientists, as well as private
(U.S.)sector scientists from ATT
Bell Laboratories, Colorado Research
Corporation, Communication and
Weather Research Foundation, and Low

Latitude Dynamics, Inc., who share
ideas, equipment, and data. This
permits a more cost effective research program (i.e., KSC interest
in LLNL results to demonstrate that
suitable protected bridgewires and
squib devices will not be fired
within the LIDS as a result of a direct stike to the LIDS cables).
In
conjunction with the LIDS experiment, KSC Electric Field Mill Network data is being correlated with
LLNL-furnished electric field mill
data to permit a better understanding of their performance in the
presence of distant and local thunderstorms for future use at the Nevada Test Site.
The Lightning Invulnerable Device
System" (LIDS) Figure 6 shows the
equipment used in a simulated lightning test at Miami in which short
(12-inch) lengths of cable were mate(
to a feed-through connector to the
LIDS for making lightning voltage
measurements at high peak amplitudes
and high rate-of-rise current pulses.
This same devise was used as the
Lightning Strike Object during RTLP
86 except for the use of a 28-foot
cable that was subjected to the high
voltages, high peak current, high
rate-of-current rise and a significant follow-on current which included
multiple restrikes.
(See figures 6 &
7 "Rocket Triggering Site" and "Rocket Triggered Lighning.")
It should
be pointed out that although triggered lightning has, in the past,
produced typical currents in the
range of 40 kA, this value will subject the LIDS to the equivalent of a
"worst-case" 200 kA strike because of
division of current through multiple
cables.
During the RTLP 86, one MC-17 and
two RF-14 cables were subjected to
lightning strokes (Table 3), one cable at a time, and there were no
perceptible internal currents or
voltages from a 40-kA return stroke.
In the second RF-14 configuration
using a TC-185 isobox, protected by
a coaxial transient limiter (CTL)
with a 500-V spark gap, a total of
eight lightning flashes, 35 return
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strokes, and one flash containing 8
return strokes with a maximum peak
of 15 kA did not produce any perceptible corresponding load ring current. All Arm and Fire (A&F) systems checked following exposure to
lightning were working normally.
One of the long-term goals of the ASFL/RTLP is to demonstrate the adequacy of lightning protection systems
design techniques up to the full
thrust of lightning. Progress toward
this goal is shown by data shown in
Tables 2 and 3 which include lightning events to four different types
of aircraft flying through thunderstorms,
LLNL/SNLA LIDS , KSC Area
Lightning Protection System (ALPS),
and KSC Launch Complexes 39A and 39B
without significant effects to personnel and electric/electronic equipment.
SUMMARY
A total of 750 natural lightning
events involving airborne aircraft,
100 triggered lightning events involving ground test obj~cts and 3~
natural lightning events involving
ground facilities have all included
personnel and sensitive electronic
systems. There has been no personnel injury and with the exception
of Apollo 12 and Apollo 15 associated electrical Ground Support
Equipment (GSE), no equipment da~
age cause for Apollo 15 electrical
GSE was determined and corrected.
All these events except Apollo l~,
had been fully instrumented to measure lightning electromagnetic
fields, current characteristics,
direct and induced effects.
These aircrafts and ground test objects have been intentionally subjected to the full lightning threat
after simulated lightning exposures. The svstems had all been
analysed to d~termine adequacy of
lightning protection. To date
there have been no unexpected results to indicate that the analyses, simulation testing and extrap-_
olation to a "full threat" is not
correct. To demonstrate the abili-

ty to adequately test lightning
protection systems, we must acquire
the ability to precisely measure
lightning electromagnetic fields,
current characteristics and all associated direct and induced effects
in a real (natural or triggered)
lightning environment.
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Jll
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FIEPORT NO.

OATE

LC-39 LIGHTNING FLASH REPORT

83-2
VEHICLE:

STS-7

PAO:

PAD-A

TIME OF EVENT IGMTI

~56/19:51:47.172

TEST CONDITION

20

,~

MLP

156/83
(060583)

UNKNa-m

I

NUMBER OF STRIKESQ

LIGHTNING MEAS~EMENTS - WAVE FORM
4TH

6TH

5TH

Im
i
Im
Im
i
Tl
i
T1
i
T1
Im
T1
i
Im
T1
2.5 10.4 '"15.} . 6 -:1.8.1 -10 . 62- '5.9 -15 .66 27.l 6.9 .32 -14. ~ -3. 8 3.l 1.3 -17 .66 '"16. £ LO. l t+. 7 25 . ~15. J *·7 127. 6 --16 . . 34 :15.: ,_3 .-6 ' i i . J..J..J
47.loJ
4 • JVr:>
4 .217
47. 72
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1....
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METEO~OLOGICA.l

DATA

OPTICAL

RAIN COllJDITIOl'J
WI ... ()

ve.v.:IT~Y

w·wo

c-1ci~·.:r1011J

NOTES

*

OT'/

:~MERA

ID

~C

GlldV

-

O<lll A

1010•

1011 A

1120A

1121 A

1220A

1221 A

CNA

0

{9~147. 220/. no/. 320/. 350

I43A l El~

ALL. SKY CAME Flt.

0/1.6 indicates no change bias value
5 thru 8 reset fran VN:. 60 ~ 195008.072/.351
LIVIS Channels
See rneasurem:nt diserete # GITK0200E/200ER
Lightning induced effect sense on channel 5@ 195147.732

FIGURE 5 IAUNQ! cx:::MPIEX LIGH'INING FLASH REPORI'
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FIUME TIME
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a)

Rocket Triggering Site/LIDS in Place

b)

Lightning Invulnerable Device Syst6TI (LIDS)

FIGURE 6
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FIGURE 7

Rocket Triggered Lightning
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LIGHINING DAMAGE HISI'ORY

V[HICL£

C0MPL£X
COMPUX
Mt.

MSS

DATE
TIM[

STRIKE·FlASH

1>-14-71
APOLLO
15

VEH.GSE.OAMAGI
SC
LV

CSM r-'WR ON

DAMAGE

LM PWR ON

JS/f

LV P>'iR ON
LIMITED GSE UP

MSS
.Tl5-71

APOlLO

1EH. 1·QNF.
SC
LV

IS/f

II

CSMP/jR UP

DAMAGE

l.M PWR UP

'IO DAMAGE

SIVB & IU
P... R UP

MSS

CSM PWR UP

0-25-71
APOLLO

IS!f

15
MSS

\IO DAMAGE
'()DAMAGE
><()DAMAGE

\IO DAMAGE

NO DAMAGE

II
MSS

CSM PWR UP

'<Cl DAMAGE

l.M P/jR UP

r'«l DAMAGE

AUX PWR
& ODAS PWR UP

NO DAMAGE

CSM P... R ON

NO OAMAG€

7-1~71

APOUO

u,

MSS

0

p:llf J &6 PWR Uf
llOA PWR ON

r'«J DAMAG€

CMS P... R ON

r'«J DAMAGE

7-Zl-71
APOLLO
15

ISlf

LV PWR UP

MSS

B

z
SKYLAB
J

IS/f

r'«JT AT PAO A

l.M PVfl! ON

CSM PNR UP

•-H-n
ZSIF

MSS PARK sm

ONA

SKYLAB

CSM PWR UP

rn'.~~s

o-IHJ
17-25:16.6
17-26'<12.!
ITJl.24.l

4SIFMI.

17.~·0ll.7

IS/fltt.

IS!f Ml
IS•fMI.

NO OAMAG€
NO DAMAGE
INSTR NOISE

712'11Tl
15·H:47.1
15:37:11.1
155&2.!

MSS

ONA

SKYLAB
RESCll

ltlSS

1

TABIB 1

NONE

DNA

LV PWR UP

APOLLO PRCX:;RAM LIGITNING DA."1.AGE

\IOI<!:

CSM PWR UP
ISIF MLMSS

l<()N[

5S1f MSS
JS,f MSS
IS f MSi

DNA

CSM PWR ON
75'FML

IUl.41

POSSIBLE
SINGL£ FLASH
'<EARMISS
I TO I l/4 ltlll£S
SE Of CXB

lJ.54-1!

'<ON(

DAMAG€
'()NE

CSM P/jR ON
NONE
LV P>'iR ON
CSM PIVR ON
LV PWR ON

NO OAMAG€
ISIFIMUSIV

..OISE
ONLY
'()ISE
0'11.Y

LV PWR ON

LV PWR ON

9-Z6-T3
SKYLAB
4/R

\IONE

LV P>'iR UP

l!:Jll'I

CSM PWR ON

1-'l-Tl
SKYLAB
llllJTEOT

•Slf Ml:MSS
IS/f MLMSS
IS•f Ml.:MSS

12·16-Tl
NA

MSS

o-ll-T3
IT·ZZ:IJl>,J
lr:l&ZZJ
17:2'"241
17:29-24.J

MSS

ltlSS
PARKSIIT

z

LV PWR UP

S-15-'1
NO DAMAGE

1-11-n
'<ONE

17:24'211.Z

IS/f MUMSS

MSS

ONA

SC
LV

lV P>'iR ON
CSM PWR UP

1-ZH~

19:07-18

DNA

NO DAMAGE

l.M PWR UP

LV PWR UP

MSS

ISlfMl'MSS

7+T3

LV PWR ON

MSS

16

MSS

NONE

16

APOLLO

I
NOT CONNECTED
AT PAO

~EHGSEDMIAGl

AIM P... R ON

><()TAT PAD A

SKYLAB

C.ONF
SC
LV

OWS AM PWR Uf
12:57'20.6

CSM PWR ON

•-5-n
APOLLO

·~EH

STRIKE FLASH

l+T3
SKYLAB
I

...:IN!'

l.M PWR UP

DAit
ll!lt

MSS

SKYLAB
J

l.M P>'iR ON

JS/f

15

Ml

><()DAMAGE

APOLLO
5$/f

COMPUX
COMPL£J(

DAMAGE

LM PWR UP
SIVB & IU
P... R UP

7-2-71

V[HICL£

JSIFMl

NONE

LI GiTN ING EV£NTS CA...A9£S)

~~S

LI OONI NG STRIKE ()8.£CTS
LI~ING

GRaJND Lg)

AIRCRAFT

VENTS

C 130

(FRENCH)

2

Cl60

(TRANSALL

18

FlffiB ClRC)
(CV58J <FM/~)

670
((~~p)
~ ~

J
14

Cn.IMIER

Wl./~ CU~)

29

Kg: ALPS
KSC C(JflDES A&B

63
32

TABLE 2

LLNL/LI OS UGHTNING FIASH SUMMARY

5

Storms

Launches

38

Triggered Flashes

22

Return strokes

80

Peak current - max

52 kA

Peak current - min

4 kA

Peak current - mean

14 kA(std dev 9 kA)

E-f ield at launch - max

-6.3 kV/m

E-f ield at launch - min

-3. 7 kV/m

E-f ield at launch - mean

-5.l kV/m
(std dev 0.7 kV/m)

TABLE ·3
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Year

Peak Current
Mag Link

Pad

Date

1971

39A

6/14
6/15
6/25
7/2
7/19
7/21

60 kA
60
60
68
6.5
17.8

1972

39A

4/5
4/31
8/9

60

1973

Time

dl/dt

Vehicle

kA/)ISec

Apollo
Apollo
Apollo
Apollo
Apollo
Apollo

Apollo 16
.<\pollo 16
None

~9

398
39A
398
398
398
398
Park
Site
398
398
398

5/9
5/9
5/24
6/17
6/17
7/6

13:11:37
12:57:21
17:24:28
17:22:06
17:25:17
19:07:18

36
4.1
160
64
2

7/29
8/15
9/26
12/16

15:33:47
18:33:59
18:41:41
13:59:18

200
200
3
130

398
398

6/9
7/20

21:13:07
18:44

CYJLIS
"'2"870
81.5

20.4
31. 5

None

1979

39A
39A
39A

7/12
7/17
7/17

21:06:05
23:06:55
23:17:13

7.5
29.3
30

11.2
19.2
21.S

None
None
None

1980

39A

9/2

2038:43

CWLIS
TS'CTKA

-rn. 4kA

1981

39A
39A
39A
39A

5/27
6/8
7/20
7/20

2109:50
2027:24
1937:34
1952:02

37.9

39A
39~

6/26
7/19

2020:09
2227:22

1983

39A
39A
39A
39A
39A

2/10 1749:37
6/5
1951:47
1945:39
8/7
Res trike
8/30 0303:38

1984

No

PAD

STRIKES

1985

39A

8/10

19:42:12

1986

No

PAD STRI I<ES

1987

No

PAD STRIKES

1975

1982

TABLE 4

Skylab
Skylab
Skylab
Skylab
None
Skylab

18
32

ASTP

LCD

21. 7

None

44.6

21

40
102

103.2

20.7
20.5

None
None
None
None

29
55.4

32
58.6

21.9
23.4

STS...,.4
None

(Shared
14.8
32.1
55.8
53.6
Nearby

with Water Tower)
16.0
32.2 STS-6
43.4
21. 7 STS-7
73.4
25.2 .:iTS-13
57.0 STS-8
STS-8

l

( 7 RTL EVENTS)

106

E.VENTS) ~ET

110

CST lUO

STS-27

TRIGGERED LI GH'INI ~

P.AD LIGHINING STRIKES (1971-1986)
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2
1
2
3
J

None
Skylab 4
Skylab 4R
Skylab 4R

( 34 RTL EVWTS)
( 29 RTL

15
15
15
15
15
15

